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Grade: 4 
Lesson Number: 1 
Unit Name: Rahit Mariādā 
Course: Virsā 
Title:   Rahit Mariādā - I 
 
Standards 
Standard 3: Defining a Sikh 

• Students identify the definition of a Sikh based on the Rahit Mariādā. 
o Students can identify the clauses that define a Sikh as stated in the Rahit Mariādā. 

 
Objectives 

1. Students learn how the Rahit Mariādā came about. 
 
Prerequisites 

• None. 
 
Materials 

• Dry Erase board and Markers 
• Sikh Rahit Mariādā: 

http://www.sgpc.net/sikhism/sikh-dharma-manual.asp 
• Information on the development of the Rahit: 

http://allaboutsikhs.com/rehat/index_01.htm 
 
Advanced Preparation 

• Teacher should be familiar with the Singh Sabhā Movement that led to the creation of 
the Rahit Mariādā. 

• This the first lesson plan in a four-part series on the Rahit Mariādā. 
 
Engagement (15-20 minutes) 

• Ask children if they have a set of rules/guidelines about how their behavior should be 
at school. Ask them what some of these rules are.   

• Then ask them if there is a written or a non-written set of guidelines that explains that 
they are students of their particular schools.  Ask them to tell you what they think 
these guidelines are. How are they expected to act? 

• Write these on the Dry Erase board as they tell you. 
• Continue on to ask children if they know what the Rahit Mariādā is.  
• Let them give you a few answers, then tell them that the Rahit Mariādā is a document 

that outlines what the conduct/behavior of a Sikh should be.  
• It is booklet that gives the definition of a “Sikh,”  what a Sikh’s individual living 

should be like, and what the Sikh’s living should be like in the community, known as 
Panthak living. 

• Then continue the lesson, using the article below.  
 
Exploration (35 minutes) 

• Have a student read one paragraph of the article.  
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• Have another child explain what the paragraph is saying.  
• Then continue on with the next and so on.  Have a discussion as you go along.  

 
Explanation/Extension (5-10 minutes) 

• Ask children their thoughts on what they read.  
• Do they think it was something that was needed?  How do they think it might be 

helpful to the Sikh Panth? 
 
Evaluation (On-going) 

• In the next classes, check if they understand where the Rahit came from.  
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Teacher Resources 

Sikh Rahit Mariādā (isK rihq mirAwdw) 

The original Rahit was verbally communicated by the Tenth Prophet, Gurū Gobind Singh, to 
the Five Beloved Ones in 1699. Following that event, the rahit was primarily transmitted 
orally. During the eighteenth century, some individuals wrote down what they understood of 
the rahit. There written versions are ascribed to Bhāī Nand Lāl (BweI nMd lwl), Bhāī Desā 
Singh, Bhāī DaJā (dieAw) Singh, Caupā (cOpw) Singh, among others. None of these written 
versions, however, seem to have comprehensively captured the original verbal 
communication to the Five Beloved Ones. It could also be that over the years, the original 
versions of Bhāī Nand Lāl's rahit or the rahit written by others were altered. Caupā Singh's 
rahit is problematic because Caupā Singh was a Chibbar Brāhmin, and he has chosen to write 
the rahit according to his ideas and not those of the Gurū. For instance, Caupā Singh says that 
Brahmins should be considered supreme or that women should never be trusted. So, all 
existing written rahits seem to be unsatisfactory for one reason or another. 

After the Gurū, one person, in any case, cannot document the rahit. The Gurū transferred his 
authority to the Gurū Panth and the Gurū Granth. So it is the Panth, the collective of all 
committed Sikhs, who have the authority to draft the rahit in light of the teachings of the 
Gurū Granth. This would mean building a consensus among all the members of the Panth, 
which may seem to be a tall order for our community. 

Through the eighteenth and nineteenth century, however, such consensus did exist. The 
Khālsā would assemble at the Akāl Takht, or elsewhere when the Takht was inaccessible and 
make decisions for the Panth through consensus. We have at least one eye witness account 
from 1805 when John Malcolm was present at a Sarbat Khālsā in Ammritsar. The rahit 
during these years was never disputed and it remained an oral tradition, although disputes on 
the correct code of conduct starting becoming prevalent. The debate on meat, for instance, 
seems to have started as early as the middle of the eighteenth century, about fifty years after 
the passing of Gurū Gobind Singh. But such debates never became the focus of the Khālsā’s 
attention, as there were other more significant issues to deal with.  

By the end of the 19th century, the rahit Sikhs practiced had deteriorated so much that the 
Sikh identity was pretty much lost. As with the Buddhists, the Sikhs had been engulfed into 
the larger Hindu fold. This was partly due to the Hindu or Aryan approach towards 
undermining and swallowing up any Indic creeds that sought to assert a separate identity and 
challenge the Hindu caste structure. The other reason was the Sikhs were complacent about 
their practices and identity.  In the later half of the 19th century, Sikhs woke up and several 
reform movements started that sought to revive the original intent of the ten Sikh Gurus . 
One of these movements was the Singh Sabhā lahir (lihr). These movements also 
addressed the issue of the community not having a uniform rahit. 

In 1925, after much debate and discussion, a rahit was drafted by scholars from several 
differing schools of Sikh thought. This draft rahit was then sent to Sikhs all over the world. 
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This was a serious attempt at building consensus among the community. Principal Tejā Singh 
was convener of this effort. Other people involved in this effort included notable Sikhs such 
as Bhāī Vīr Singh, Akālī Kaur Singh and Bhāī Kāhn Singh Nābhā. So serious were these 
Sikhs about hearing from Sikhs worldwide, they sent this draft to Canada, USA, Kenya, 
Malaysia and other Diaspora countries. Remember this was 1920s, when air travel did not 
exist. After eleven years of debate and discussion, during which some Sikhs chose to walk 
out of the process because they did not get their way, a final version was agreed to in 1936. 
This version is what most mainstream Sikhs accept as the Gurū Panth's rahit. Some Sikhs 
revere this document because it reflects the closest Sikhs have come to a consensus in a long 
time. Rahits written by individuals, regardless of how great their practice of Sikhī, still 
remain the ideas of just individuals. Bhāī Randhīr Singh, Bābā Gurbachan Singh 
BhindrāMvāle and other such Sikhs were no doubt devoted Sikhs, but were not the Gurū, and 
cannot speak for the Gurū Panth. Their ideas are those of individuals, and their rahits are not 
any more acceptable than those of Caupā Singh or Desā Singh.  
 
The Gurū Panth's Rahit, therefore, is the 1936 version accepted by the SGPC in 1945 and 
other Sikh institutions. Note that this rahit is not the SGPC's rahit; it is the Panth's rahit. The 
SGPC is one organization that accepts and prints this rahit. Other smaller organizations such 
as the Sikh Missionary College also print this rahit. This rahit has seen three small changes 
in the 1940s (the addition of eventual hope of Sikhs to freely visit shrines in Pakistan), 1960s 
(the addition of a fifth Takht) and 1990s (the addition of reading the complete Anand Sāhib 
during Ammrit Sancār – AimMRq sMcwr - instead of 6 paKrīs - pauVI). No one, including the 
Jathedār (jQydwr) of Akāl Takht, has the authority to amend this document. If the Panth is to 
see any form of unity today, it is imperative that they rally around this mariādā, until we can 
be free to come up with something better. We would encourage all Sikhs to read and live by 
Rahit’s letter and spirit. 
 
Vāhigurū jī kā Khālsā, Vāhigurū jī kī Fatih! 
(vwhgurU jI kw ^wlsw, vwhgurU jI kI Pqh!) 
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Grade: 4 
Lesson Number: 2 
Unit Name: Rahit Mariādā 
Course: Virsā 
Title:   Rahit Mariādā - II 
 
Standards 
Standard 3: Defining a Sikh 

• Students identify the definition of a Sikh based on the Rahit Mariādā. 
o Students can identify the clauses that define a Sikh as stated in the Rahit Mariādā. 

 
Objectives 

1. Students learn and explore their ideas of who a Sikh is. 
 
Prerequisites 

• Lesson I on Rahit Mariādā. 
 
Materials 

• Dry Erase board/Markers 
• Article from Lesson I on Rahit Mariādā 
• Sikh Rahit Mariādā: 

http://www.sgpc.net/sikhism/sikh-dharma-manual.asp 
• Poster Board 
• Markers 

 
Advanced Preparation 

• Teacher should be familiar with information in Lesson I. 
• Teacher should be familiar with definition of a Sikh as highlighted in The Sikh Rahit 

Mariādā. 
 
Engagement (15-20 minutes) 

• Review with students how the Rahit Mariādā came about. Concentrate on the 
multiple rahits, how they were passed down and then the consensus.  Have the 
students do most of talking, but fill the gaps where necessary. 

 
Exploration (35-40 minutes) 

• Then divide the students into groups of three to four. 
• Ask them to come up with the definition of a Sikh. Make sure they don’t have a copy 

of the Rahit Mariādā with them.   
• Tell children that you would like them to write their definition on the poster board 

and that they will be presenting it to the rest of the group.   
• They can choose to do the definition any way they want.  As children are coming up 

with the definition go around the room and if any group is completely stuck, you can 
give them suggestions like, “what is the belief of the Sikhs?” or, “what is the lifestyle 
made up of?” etc...   

• But don’t give them too much information.  Let them try to think of “who a Sikh is.” 
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• Have each group share their definitions and highlight differences and similarities 

between groups.   
• Ask them why they defined it a certain way.  Let them start verbalizing what their 

thoughts are.  
 

Explanation/Extension (5-10 minutes) 
• Tell students that in their next class they will be going over the definition of a Sikh.  

Ask them to think about ways that can help them remember the definition. 
 
Evaluation (On-going) 

• During review section check for children understanding of how the rahit came about. 
Pay special attention to discussions during group work.
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Grade: 4  
Lesson Number: 3 
Unit Name: Rahit Mariādā 
Course: Virsā 
Title:   Rahit Mariādā- III 
 
Standards 
Standard 3: Defining a Sikh 

• Students identify the definition of a Sikh based on the Rahit Mariādā. 
o Students can identify the clauses that define a Sikh as stated in the Rahit Mariādā. 

 
Objectives 

1. Students learn the definition of a Sikh as outlined in Rahit Mariādā 
 
Prerequisites 

• Lessons I and II of Rahit Mariādā. 
 
Materials 

• Dry Erase board/Markers 
• Sikh Rahit Mariādā: 

http://www.sgpc.net/sikhism/sikh-dharma-manual.asp 
• Poster Board 
• Markers 
• Big poster board with definition of Sikh (definition attached in Exploration section) 

 
Advanced Preparation 

• Definition of Sikh as per the Rahit Mariādā written out on poster board.  
 
Engagement (15-20 minutes) 

• Review with students the last two classes on Rahit Mariādā.  Highlight where the 
Rahit came from, the definition of Sikh the children came up with and what the Rahit 
actually is. 

 
Exploration (25-30 minutes) 

• By now the students should be curious and should begin asking for clarity on what 
exactly the definition of a Sikh is, according to the Rahit Mariādā.  

• They want to know if they were right in any way shape or form.   
• Put up the poster board with the definition of a Sikh. 

Chapter I 
The Definition of Sikh 
Article 1  
Any human being who faithfully believes in: 

i. One Immortal Being 
ii. Ten Gurūs, from Gurū Nānak to Gurū Gobind Singh, 

iii. The Gurū Granth Sāhib, 
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iv. The utterances and teachings of the ten Gurūs and 
v. The initiation bequeathed by the tenth Gurū, and who does not owe allegiance 

to any other religion, is a Sikh.  
• Clarify for students what each of these mean and open it up to any questions they may 

have regarding the definition.  Also read the definition in Pañjābī and ask the children 
if they feel that it is accurately defined.  

 
Explanation/Extension (10-15 minutes) 

• Compare definition of the Rahit Mariādā with that of what the children came up with.   
• Highlight similarities and then anything that is not in line with Sikh thought from the 

children’s definition, identify that as well. 
 
Evaluation (On-going) 

• Ask children to memorize the definition of a Sikh according to the Rahit Mariādā and 
also tell them to think about the whole process of the Rahit. 

• For homework, tell students to write what they’ve learnt about the Rahit. 
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Grade: 4 
Lesson Number: 4 
Unit Name: Rahit Mariādā 
Course: Virsā 
Title:   Rahit Mariādā - IV 
 
Standards 
Standard 3: Defining a Sikh 

• Students identify the definition of a Sikh based on the Rahit Mariādā. 
o Students can identify the clauses that define a Sikh as stated in the Rahit Mariādā. 

 
Objectives 

1. Students expand and learn more on the definition of a Sikh as outlined in Rahit 
Mariādā. 

 
Prerequisites 

• Lessons I, II and III on Rahit Mariādā. 
 
Materials 

• Dry Erase board/Markers 
• Sikh Rahit Mariādā: 

http://www.sgpc.net/sikhism/sikh-dharma-manual.asp 
• Poster Board 
• Markers 
• Big poster board with definition of Sikh  

 
Advanced Preparation 

• Teacher should be familiar with information from the previous three classes. 
 
Engagement (10-15 minutes) 

• Review with children the Definition of a Sikh according to the Rahit Mariādā.   
• After revisions ask the question is this definition sufficient enough? Does it help you 

understand everything about the lifestyle of a Sikh?   
• Most likely no one will say that it is sufficient. 

 
Exploration (25-30 minutes) 

• Put students into groups of two to three.  Give them poster board and markers. And 
tell them to brainstorm on what else will help clarify the definition of the Sikh.   

• Tell them that in fact the Rahit Mariādā does go forward and specify some things that 
help clarify what the lifestyle of a Sikh should be like. Explain to them that a Sikh 
needs to not only be responsible for the self, but also have a larger responsibility to 
the community. (Khālsā)  

• Let them brainstorm for a while.   
• If there is a group that is completely stuck, ask them to think of people who they 

know who they may consider Gursikh and think of their lifestyles. 
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• After they are done have each group come up and share their thoughts.  Look for 
similarities and differences between the groups. 

 
Explanation/Extension (10-15 minutes) 

• Depending on the brainstorming issues students come up with, ask children if there is 
anything in the brainstorming that others besides members of each group may think is 
not Sikh-like.   

• Let children discuss over that. Read other parts of the Rahit that might directly relate 
to the discussion and again highlight responsibility of a Sikh beyond the self.   

• If you have a few minutes left have each child write the definition of a Sikh according 
to the Rahit Mariādā.   

 
Evaluation (On-going) 

• Reviews should be used as evaluation.  
• The written definition by each child will also be used as evaluation.  
• Pay special attention to students’ discussion. 
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Grade: 4 
Lesson Number: 5 
Unit Name: Comparitive Religions 
Course: Virsā 
Title:   Comparative Religion - I 
 
Standards 
Standard 4: Comparative Religion 

• Students compare and contrast basic Sikh beliefs with those of other faiths. 
o Students will create comparison charts with other world faiths including: 

Judaism, Hinduism, Christianity, Islam, and Buddhism. 
 
Objectives 

1. Children identify what they know about other faiths. 
 
Prerequisites 

• This is the first lesson in a two-part series on Comparative Religions. 
 
Materials 

• Pictures (attached below) 
• Dry/ Erase Board 
• Markers 
• Big poster size poster board, each one labeled with one of the following: Judaism, 

Hinduism, Christianity, Islam, Buddhism and Sikhism 
• Scissors 
• Glue sticks 

 
Advanced Preparation 

• Teacher should be familiar with different areas of the multiple faiths listed above.  
(resources attached below) 

 
Engagement (15-20 minutes) 

• Tell children that together you are going to learn about different religions and do a 
comparison with Sikhī.  In order for everyone to learn more about religions, you’ve 
identified the five other religions and you want to brainstorm with everyone. 

• To begin with on the board brainstorm on what the word “RELIGION” and/or 
“FAITH” is. 

• Have children give you words and phrases.  
• Write those that you think are most appropriate for the discussion. 
• Leave this information up on the board. 

 
Some examples for “religion” 

1. Belief in and reverence for a supernatural power or powers regarded as creator and 
governor of the universe. 

2. A personal or institutionalized system grounded in such belief and worship. 
3. The life or condition of a person in a religious order. 
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4. A set of beliefs, values, and practices based on the teachings of a spiritual leader. 
5. A cause, principle, or activity pursued with zeal or conscientious devotion. 

Some examples of “faith”  
1. Allegiance to duty or a person, LOYALTY; fidelity to one's promises, sincerity of 

intentions 
2. Belief and trust in and loyalty to God, belief in the traditional doctrines of a religion; 

firm belief in something for which there is no proof, complete trust 
3. Something that is believed especially with strong conviction; especially : a system of 

religious beliefs 
 
Exploration (20 minutes) 

• To begin with, divide children into five groups. 
• Give each group a poster board with the religion name on it.  
• Give them markers. 
• Have each group write down anything that they know about that particular religion. 
• Have multiple copies of the attached pictures and ask children to cut out pictures that 

they think correspond to the religion they are brainstorming about and to glue them 
on their posters. 

 
Explanation/Extension (15-20 minutes) 

• Have children share their completed posters with the rest of the class.   
• Take comments from the rest of the groups if they feel that they want anything added 

to the completed posters. 
 
Evaluation (On-going) 

• Have children in each group do research on the religions that they brainstormed on 
and ask them to bring in any information that they find to the next class. 
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Teacher Resources 
 
Websites 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christianity 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Judaism 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islam 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hinduism 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buddhism 

 

Pictures 

Pictures taken from results received after a google image search using each religion name as 
the search word. (www.google.com) 
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Grade: 4 
Lesson Number: 6 
Unit Name: Comparitive Religions 
Course: Virsā 
Title:   Comparative Religion - II 
 
Standards 
Standard 4: Comparative Religion 

• Students compare and contrast basic Sikh beliefs with those of other faiths. 
o Students will create comparison charts with other world faiths including: 

Judaism, Hinduism, Christianity, Islam, and Buddhism. 
Objectives 

• Children learn about other religions and make comparisons with Sikhī. 
 
Prerequisites 

• Lesson I on Comparative Religions. 
 
Materials 

• Dry/ Erase Board 
• Markers 
• Big poster size poster board, each one labeled with one of the following: Judaism, 

Hinduism, Christianity, Islam, Buddhism and Sikhī (completed from last class) 
• Copies of information from links provided in ‘teacher resource section’. 
• Scissors 
• Glue sticks 

 
Advanced Preparation 

• Teacher should be familiar with ideas relating to nature of the religion (e.g. Revealed 
or tradition), concepts of the afterlife, concepts related to society, concepts regarding 
‘just war’, concepts regarding the nature of the Creation, and concepts regarding the 
reasons for living and others. (resources attached below) 

• Posters from Class I. 
• Teacher should make copies of articles off of the wikipedia links provided in the 

teacher resource section.  The wikipedia information is updated on a regular basis and 
it is best to get the information closer to conducting the lesson 

 
Engagement (10-15 minutes) 

• Briefly review what children discussed in last class. Put up each poster to help with 
the review. 

• Ask children how their research went and whether they were able to find a lot of 
material.  Let them discuss about how easy and or how difficult it was to find the 
information. 
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Exploration (20-25 minutes) 
• Then ask them to get into their groups and tell them that with the information that 

they found and with the information that you give them (from links below) to write 
down everything that they learned about the religion.   

• Tell children that they need to focus on the following five points.  
o What is the nature of the religion? (Revealed or tradition) 
o What are the concepts of the afterlife? 
o What is the concept related to society at large? 
o What is their concept regarding “just war?”  
o What is their concept regarding the reasons for living? 

• Let them know that if there is no information on a particular topic to specify that ‘no 
specific information was found’ 

 
Explanation/Extension (15-20 minutes) 

• After each group has completed their research with their information and the 
information that you have given them, then they can present their information to 
everyone.  They should make sure that they cover the five points above. 

• Ask children to take notes on each religion to keep up with everyone’s information. 
• After everyone is done with their presentations give the children an overview of Sikhī 

in relation to the five questions above. 
 
Evaluation (On-going) 

• Ask children to do a comparison of each religion with Sikhī for the next class.  They 
can use the below venn diagram to write about one religion in one circle and about 
Sikhī in the other and the shared information in the overlapping parts.  
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Teacher Resources 
 
Venn Diagram Example: 

Religion 1 Sikhī 
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Websites 
 
Important note: The information on wikipedia is constantly being edited and therefore we 
have decided to leave the links below for teachers to view and print directly prior to teaching 
the lesson. Please use these resources accordingly to create student handouts for class time. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christianity 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Judaism 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islam 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hinduism 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buddhism 

 

Sikhī 

Five hundred years ago, Gurū Nānak’s divine experience inspired a revolution in South Asia 
that sought to reform the social and religious conditions of the time. Gurū Nānak, the first 
Gurū-Prophet, transformed a society in which blind faith, religious rituals, and social 
inequalities were a norm. In this new society, all people would follow faith intelligently and 
devoutly, in conjunction with an acceptance of equal rights and statuses. This revolution 
directly resulted from the formation of Sikhī - a belief system and way of life - as revealed to 
Gurū Nānak in the early sixteenth century. Over the next 240 years, each of the following 
nine Gurū-Prophets would contribute to the revolution through the articulation of theology 
and the establishment of institutions.  

 

The Sikh faith emerged in the context of the Muslim-Hindu confrontation, a conflict 
representative of the colliding Semitic and Aryan cultures. This clash occurred in the South 
Asian region of Pañjāb – the land of five rivers. But rather than attempting to combine the 
two belief systems, Gurū Nānak laid the foundations for a distinctly revealed and 
monotheistic faith; a religion with its own prophet-hood, scripture, and ethical code.  

 

Basic Beliefs 
 
The Sikh vision seeks to create an open, progressive society while developing an organized 
resistance to the perversion of mind. As the individual seeks to experience Love in its purest 
form, all thoughts and actions translate into a continually flowing celebration of life. Sikhs 
aspire to live in the glory of God and love for humanity through spiritual experiences, but at 
the same time, they are responsible for contributing to the global community.  
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In the Mūl Mantr, the opening and root verse of the Sikh scriptural canon, Gurū Nānak 
expresses various qualities of the Almighty. This reflection of the Divine illustrates what a 
Sikh should strive for - perfection through the development of godly attributes: 

<  ik oaOkAr One Universal Integrative Force 
siq nwmu sati nAmu Identified by Truth 
krqw purKu kartA purakhu Pervasive Creator 
inrBau nirbhau Fearless 
inrvYru nirvairu Without Enmity 
Akwl mUriq akAl mUrati Timeless Being 
AjUnI ajUnI Unborn 
sYBM saibhaO Self-Illumined 
gur pRswid gur prasAdi Attained by the Grace of the Gurū 

Three core tenets of Sikh living are: 
• ƍAm japnA – Remembrance
      To be in constant remembrance of the All-pervading; introspective living    

• Ɗirat karnī – Earn
To earn in a just manner with integrity and honesty; truthful living

• ƖanD chakNA – Share
To benefit peers and share with the needy; distributive living

Gurū in the Sikh Tradition 

The term ‘gurū’ is derived from two words: gū – darkness, and rū – light. Essentially, a gurū 
is one who dispels darkness. In the Sikh tradition, the Gurū stands as a line of prophet-
genius; an institution which guides the seeker from ignorance to enlightenment. It is the 
message of the Gurū that plays a stimulating role as the link between a Sikh and Realization.  

As the Gurūs were blessed with indistinguishable experiences of the All-Knowing, they 
enjoyed a common spiritual wisdom or ‘divine light.’ The Gurūs shared their thoughts and 
messages in musical arrangements, revelatory messages composed to provide humanity a 
path to godliness. Their compositions were compiled into the Gurū Granth Sāhib, which was 
granted spiritual authority by Gurū Gobind Singh in 1708. Nine years earlier, the Tenth 
Nānak had given physical authority of the Sikhs to the Khālsā Panth, the order of committed 
Sikhs. As the Khālsā Panth operates in accordance with the Gurū Granth Sāhib, these two 
institutions jointly serve as Gurū Granth-Panth, the present Gurū of the Sikhs. 

It is important to note that the Gurūs clarified that they were human beings, and therefore, not 
to be worshipped. Of equal importance, Gurūdom was not a role which one inherited through 
lineage, but instead, a position given by merit: only the perfect were recognized as what 
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Sikhs refer to as ‘The True Sovereign.’ Since all Gurūs are considered part of one Divine 
Light, they shared the single identity of Nānak.   
 
 

Gurū Order Gurūdom 

Gurū Nānak Nānak I 1469 – 1539 
Gurū Angad Nānak II 1539 – 1552 
Gurū Amardās Nānak III 1552 – 1574 
Gurū Rāmdās Nānak IV 1574 – 1581 
Gurū Arjan Nānak V 1581 – 1606 
Gurū Hargobind Nānak VI 1606 – 1644 
Gurū Harirāї Nānak VII 1644 – 1661 
Gurū Harikrishan Nānak VIII 1661 – 1664 
Gurū Teghbahādur Nānak IX 1664 – 1675 
Gurū Gobind Singh Nānak X 1675 – 1708 
Gurū Granth-Panth  1708 -  

 
 
Gurū Granth Sāhib 
 
The Gurū Granth Sāhib is the scriptural canon of the Sikhs, a compilation of revelatory 
writings by enlightened individuals. It includes compositions from six Gurūs, three devotees, 
fifteen saints of various religious traditions, and several bards from the Gurū’s court.  The 
inclusion of non-Sikh contributors highlights the Sikh faith’s universal nature, a universality 
that stems from the belief that people from any faith structure can experience Oneness. 
 
The Gurū Granth Sāhib is written in Gurmukhī, a script institutionalized by Gurū Angad 
(Nānak II). Every hymn is written to a musical measure called a rāg.  Initially known as the 
Ādi Granth, it was compiled by Gurū Arjan (Nānak V) and placed in Darbār Sāhib, Amritsar 
in 1604. After Gurū Gobind Singh had the compositions of Gurū Teghbahādur (Nānak IX) 
added to the Ādi Granth, he raised the canon to the status of Gurūdom, ordaining it as the 
Gurū Granth Sāhib in 1708. 
  
Gurū Granth Sāhib is an infinite prayer embracing only those parts of universal cultures that 
have the potentialities to be generous, sublime, and impartial. Its revelation admits no 
intrusion that might disturb the flow of its spiritual creativity: the message is general in its 
application to people from all walks of life.  It contains a timeless value system, untainted by 
temporal or secular matters. The Gurū Granth Sāhib is not a code of ethical conduct or social 
organization, though it proposes a social context for practice of religion and ethical conduct. 
These ideas remain unchanged in the consideration of self-interest – the beliefs are 
uncompromising in their principles. Witnesses of the canon observe the uniqueness of 
scriptural status encompassing the lively excellence of soul, body and society as articulated 
in the Gurū Granth Sāhib. 
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The Birth of the Khālsā 
 
On Vaisākhī day in 1699, Gurū Gobind Singh institutionalized the ‘Order of committed 
Sikhs,’ commonly known as the Khālsā. After inaugurating five devoted Sikhs in the 
presence of the entire congregation, the Gurū asked them to initiate him in the same manner, 
thus emphasizing the equality in the relationship between the Gurū and his disciples. This 
action institutionalized the idea of leader-servant introduced by Gurū Nānak over 200 years 
earlier. 
 
Since its inception, the initiation ceremony has become mandatory for all Sikhs. Once an 
individual makes this commitment, that person is responsible for upholding the discipline as 
expressed in the Panthic Rahit Mariādā, Sikh code of conduct. In the decision to become a 
member of this order, one voluntarily surrenders the self to the Gurū, an action that indicates 
a continuous effort to live according to the Gurū’s wisdom. Although it is necessary, this 
decision is not an end in itself; rather, the journey of spirituality only begins in this humble 
submission.  
 
The Panth was an order where people would strive for perfection, an institution established 
as a result of the contributions made by the nine Gurū-prophets preceding Gurū Gobind 
Singh. The groundwork set by Gurū Nānak had been cultivated by each Gurū, developing a 
community whose responsibility progressed, and finally culminating in the creation of the 
Khālsā Panth. This individual was to be a saint-soldier with high moral and excellent 
character. Whether man or woman, the Khālsā would be strong, courageous, learned, and 
wise. They would live their life with great discipline and honesty, and the combination of 
virtue and courage is the strength of this order. The order was an assurance against the 
ruthless exploitation of masses by their masters, and a device for overcoming hurdles that 
lied in the practice of holiness and spiritualism. Gurū Gobind Singh commanded his 
followers to use the sword only as a last resort, that is, when all peaceful methods have failed 
– an idea justified by the Gurū’s ordinance to fight for self-defense, protection of the 
oppressed, and the establishment of a Sikh nation-state. This was the spirit of the Khālsā.   
 
 
The Sikh Identity  
 
The significance of the ‘articles of faith’ is situated in the relationship between a Sikh and the 
Gurū. As adherents recognize these articles as gifts from their beloved Gurū, these objects 
are worn with absolute love and appreciation. The Sikh identity is such that every action 
stands as a reflection of the people – every Sikh is a representative of the faith. Therefore, the 
Sikh appearance also encourages its adherents to continually portray the community in a 
positive light.  The five K’s, as they are popularly termed, are: 
 

1. Ɗes – uncut hair  
2. ƊaOghA – comb 
3. ƊaRA – iron bracelet 
4. Ɗach – soldier-shorts 
5. ƊirpAn – traditional sword 
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Sikhs also wear a dastār – turban as a head covering for their unshorn hair. This unique 
external identity, an assertion of sovereignty and a major part of the Sikh psyche, resonates 
with the Sikh values of realizing the nobility and divinity within each individual.   
 
The Sikh code of conduct was not created as a means to achieve the end; in other words, it is 
not the spiritual authority of the Sikhs. Rather, the discipline was devised to guide Sikhs in 
their journey – each protocol was deliberately established to assist individuals in their 
everyday living as members of the faith. The code of conduct also provides a framework for 
unity through the provision of procedural implementation.  
 
Along with maintaining the five articles of faith, Sikhs are required to refrain from: 
 

1. Trimming, shaving or removing hair from the body 
2. Eating halāl or sacrificial meat 
3. Consuming tobacco, alcohol, or recreational intoxicants of any type 
4. Engaging in extramarital affairs 
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Grade: 4 
Lesson Number: 7 
Unit Name: Bandā Singh Bahādar 
Course: Virsā 
Title: Bandā Singh Bahādar - I  

Standards 
Standard 1: Sikh Heroes: Bandā Singh Bahādar 

• Students identify Sikh system of leadership under Bandā Singh Bahādar.
o Students will identify forms of leadership, empowerment of the Pañj Piāre, and

the issuance of Gurmatās. Further discussion includes the duties of the Khālsā in
terms of freedom and justice.

Objectives 
1. Students learn about the life of Lachman Dās and Mādho Dās before his meeting with

Gurū Gobind Singh and prior to his transformation to BandA Singh Bahādar. 

Prerequisites 
• This lesson plan is the first in a four-part series on Bandā Singh Bahādar.

Materials 
• Paper/pencil
• Have name of Bandā Singh Bahādar written in both English and Gurmukhī to put up

as a sign

Advanced Preparation 
• Teacher should be familiar with all details of Bandā Singh Bahādar’s life until he met

Gurū Gobind Singh. (resources attached) 

Engagement (10-15 minutes) 
• Begin class with discussing/reviewing/revising the sacrifices and struggles of the

Gurū’s and the choTe sāhibzāde. Tell the students that today they will learn about the 
sacrifice of not a Gurū but that of a disciple Bandā Singh Bahādar.  

Exploration (35 minutes) 
• Start the story with a brief background of Bandā Singh Bahādar before he met Gurū

Gobind Singh. Be dramatic when telling the story. 
o Born Rajput as Lachman Dās.
o He had great aim with the arrow; a good huntsman and marksman; enjoyed

hunting especially birds.
o He was deeply moved/saddened/hurt when he saw the dying doe and its

unborn babies through his own hunting while with his cousin.
o He was so affected and hurt that he separated himself from everything around

him; his mother took him to someone who was a Bairāgī (one who renounces 
all material things).  This Bairāgī was known to help/cure people.
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o Lachman Dās made some kind of an attachment towards the Bairagi and he
too became a Bairāgī.  He changed his name to Mādho Dās, and eventually
moved to his monastery in Nander.

o He practiced tricks of magic on his visitors as a way of trying to cure them or
even scare or embrace them.

o Gurū Gobind Singh jI on one of his travels came upon Mādho Dās’ camp.  He
saw Mādho Dās’ trickery and wasn’t impressed with it. Mādho Dās even tried
it on Gurū Gobind Singh, but it didn’t work. He tried to overturn the cot
where he was sitting at.

• Stop the story at this point.  Have children quickly recap the story with you; so that
you can gauge that they understand the events thus far.

Explanation/Extension (5-10 minutes) 
• Ask children to write a narrative/dialog between Gurū Gobind Singh and Mādho Dās.
• Prepare them by asking questions like:

o What do you think Gurū Gobind Singh said to Mādho Dās and vice versa?
o What did they talk about? Etc...

• After children are done writing their dialogues, collect their papers and reference
them in your next class.

Evaluation (On-going) 
• Children should be able to recap the story of Lachman/ Mādho Dās up to the meeting

with Gurū Gobind Singh.
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Teacher Resources 
 

Books 
• Books about Sikh Martyrs, Sikh History, (Ganda Singh’s Banda Singh Bahadur, A 

Short history of Sikhs by Teja Singh & Ganda Singh etc.) 
• Harish Dhillon, The Legend of Banda Bahadur. 

 
Website 

http://www.sikh-history.com/sikhhist/warriors/banda.html 
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Grade: 4 
Lesson Number: 8 
Unit Name: BandA Singh Bahādar   
Course: Virsā 
Title:   BandA Singh Bahādar - II  
 
Standards 
Standard 1: Sikh Heroes: Bandā Singh Bahādar 

• Students identify Sikh system of leadership under Bandā Singh Bahādar. 
o Students will identify forms of leadership, empowerment of the Pañj Piāre, and 

the issuance of Gurmatās. Further discussion includes the duties of the Khālsā in 
terms of freedom and justice. 

 
Objectives 

1. Students will learn about obedience, leadership, sacrifice, nobility, love for the Gurū, 
by studying the life of BandA Singh Bahādar. 

 
Prerequisites 

• Children should understand that Lachman and MAdho DAs were BandA Singh 
Bahādar and about his meeting with Gurū Gobind Singh. 

 
Materials 

• Paper 
• Pencil 

 
Advanced Preparation 

• Teacher should have read all the imaginary written dialogues by the children from the 
previous class.   

• Pick two to three different examples of these dialogues to read to the class.  
 
Engagement (15-20 minutes) 

• Ask children what had happened when Gurū Gobind Singh met with MAdho DAs. 
They should be able to successfully reply that Gurū SAhib wasn’t impressed with 
MAdho DAs’ trickery and that it didn’t work on him.   

• Then remind the children that in their last class they wrote an imaginary dialog 
between the two of the first meeting.  

• Read some of the dialogues.   
• Ask children if they believe these dialogues may have taken place, and why? 

 
Exploration (35 minutes) 

• Narrate the conversation. The most important thing that needs to come out in the 
narrative is that MAdho DAs realized that his trickery was of no avail and as a result 
he realized that Gurū Gobind Singh was able to show him that. So upon being asked 
his name, he called himself “BandA” or “slave”/ “servant” of the Gurū .  mY qyrw bMdw 
(mai terA bandA) 
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• Continue on with how after that MAdho DAs became a “BandA” of the Gurū, he began
staying with the Gurū and his Sikhs.

• Gurū Sahib had a special plan for BandA; he saw in BandA lots of strength and he
knew that he was a great marksman since he was young.

• While living with the Gurū and his Sikhs BandA learnt many tactics and strategies for
battle, because a large part of training in the Gurū’s camp was strengthening the
mental and the physical.

• All this was during 1708. The Moghul Empire was oppressing a great deal of
innocent people by putting high taxes on non-Muslims, by kidnapping non-Muslim
women and children, by not allowing them to practice their religion.

• Gurū Sāhib’s youngest sons were bricked alive and his older sons had died in battle.
• Gurū Sāhib knew that he wanted BandA to become the leader for the Sikhs, so that

they could have someone strong to lead them in order to fight against the oppression
of the Mughal Empire at the time.

• He gave ammrit to BandA and made him Gurbaksh Singh before sending him off to
Pañjāb to fight against the Mughal oppression of the time, where he became popularly
known as Banda Singh Bahadar.

• Even though Gurū Sāhib knew that BandA Singh was going to be the leader, before
sending him off he instructed him to have faith in the decision of the Pañj Piāre and
that he should consult with them on important decisions.

• He also gave him five of his own arrows.
• So BandA Singh Bahādar went on with the Pañj Piāre and the Sikh army.

Now ask children to predict what they think happens next. Was BandA Singh able to get rid 
of all the oppression?  Did he win all the battles? Did any of his men die in battle? If they 
did, then how did he collect more people on his army?  

You can choose how you want the children to do this.  You can either have them write out 
their thoughts or to make it more interactive, but either way it will be best to have a 
discussion around it.  Let children listen to each others thoughts and see how they can 
counter it.  This is a good opportunity to observe children’s understanding of certain 
concepts. 

Explanation/Extension (5-10 minutes)/ Evaluation 
• Discuss children’s thoughts from above.
• Ask children to do some research on BandA Singh and his battles.
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Teacher Resources 
 
Books 

• Books about Sikh Martyrs, Sikh History, (Ganda Singh’s Banda Singh Bahadur, A 
Short history of Sikhs by Teja Singh & Ganda Singh etc.) 

• Harish Dhillon, The Legend of Banda Bahadur  
 
Website:  

http://www.sikh-history.com/sikhhist/warriors/banda.html 
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Grade: 4  
Lesson Number: 9 
Unit Name: BandA Singh Bahādar   
Course: Virsā 
Title:   BandA Singh Bahādar - III  
 
Standards 
Standard 1: Sikh Heroes: Bandā Singh Bahādar 

• Students identify Sikh system of leadership under Bandā Singh Bahādar. 
o Students will identify forms of leadership, empowerment of the Pañj Piāre, and 

the issuance of Gurmatās. Further discussion includes the duties of the Khālsā in 
terms of freedom and justice. 

 
Objectives 

1. Students learn about the leadership of BandA Singh Bahādar, minting of his coins, 
development of the seal, and GurmatAs to bring more men to join the army. 

 
Prerequisites 

• Completion of Lessons I and II in the four-part series on BandA Singh Bahādar. 
 
Materials 

• Pictures of some battle scenes and of BandA Singh Bahādar   
 
Advanced Preparation 

• Teacher should be familiar with BandA Singh Bahādar’s battles, especially a general 
timeline. 

• Teacher should read information attached in the ‘Teacher Resources’ section.  
 
Engagement (15-20 minutes) 

• Review your last lesson on BandA Bahādar focusing on MAdho DAs’s meeting with 
Gurū Gobind Singh, his living with him and taking ammrit.   

• Then touch a little bit on what children thought happened with BandA Bahādar as he 
left for his battles. Ask them if they want to know about the battles. 

 
Exploration (35 minutes) 

• Begin by reviewing with children what Gurū Gobind Singh gave Banda Singh and 
told him. Then tell children that before Gurū Gobind Singh sent Banda Singh he also 
had sent out a Gurmatā asking for members who wanted to fight against oppression in 
his army. 

• Have children take notes as you tell them the rest of the story, dramatically.  
• Then continue telling the story focusing on how once BandA Bahādar made his 

commitment he carried his Gurū’s orders.   
• There were many areas in Pañjāb that were under tyrant rules. The Navābs would 

have heavy taxes for non-Muslims. The land owners would have many privileges and 
the poor would get oppressed. 

• So BandA had to tactfully decide on going to battle with many of the places. 
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• He defeated his opponents in many ways, yet also lost many of his men.
• In 1709 his army attacked SamANA (smwxw).
• Then they looked to SadhaurA (sDOrw). That was another centre of Mughal oppression. 

The HindUs of that place were not permitted to cremate their dead. They were not 
permitted to perform any religious ceremonies. Cows were killed before their houses, 
and cows' blood and intestines were left in the streets. The ruler of that place, UsmAn 
Khān (ausmwn Kwn), was an object of special anger and hatred for the Sikhs. There was 
a special reason for this. A great Muslim saint of that place, Sayyad BudhU Shāh
(sX`d bu`DU Swh), had helped Gurū Gobind Singh in the battle of BhaOgANI (BMgwxI). 
Later, UsmAn Khān had tortured and killed Sayyad BudhU Shāh on that account. 
SadhaurA was attacked. A severe battle was fought. UsmAn Khān was defeated. He 
and his agents were hanged. In this way he went on capturing all centers of Mughal 
oppression. Then he advanced towards Sarhind (srihMd). This city and its governor, 
Wazīr Khān, were disliked by the Sikhs. It was here that the two younger sons of 
Gurū Gobind Singh had been bricked up alive and murdered. It was Wazīr Khān who 
had subjected the Gurū to many hardships at Anandpur. He had attacked the Gurū at 
Camkaur (cmkOr) where the latter's two elder sons had been killed.

• Sikhs from all parts from the Pañjāb now joined Baba BandA Singh Bahādar’s forces.
He advanced toward Sarhind in 1710. Wazīr Khān came out with all his army to meet
the Sikhs. In addition to his own forces, he had with him the forces of Lahaur (lwhOr),
AimnAbAd (AYmnwbwd), HisAr (ihswr), etc… A severe and bloody battle was fought on
the plain of CappaR ciRI (c`pV icVI), about 15 kilometers from Sarhind (srihMd).
Wazīr Khān was killed. His forces ran away. Sarhind was taken two days later. The
city was plundered and mostly destroyed. People like SucA Nand (sucw nMd) were also
punished.

• Soon, he became master of the Pañjāb, east of LAhaur. For his headquarters he
selected Mukhlispur (muKilspur), which was a pleasant hilly place near SadhaurA. He
repaired its old fort and renamed it LohgaRh (lohgVH) or Iron Castle. This in particular
showed Sikh sovereignty, the importance of having their own land.

• In 1710, the Sikhs set up a republic in the heartland of the Mughal empire in South
Asia under the leadership of Bābā Bāndā Singh Bahādur, wherein they gave the land
to tillers in a feudal society, proclaimed equality of all people as citizens of a state,
and declared that power emanated from and justly belonged to the people and not to a
hereditary privileged class.

• Along with land, they minted their coins and had their own seal.
• When Bahādur Shāh issued a royal edict seeking “complete genocide” of the

“followers of Nānak,” the Sikhs publicly announced, “We do not oppose Muslims;
our fight is only against oppression.”

• Emperor Bahādur Shāh heard the news of BandA Singh Bahādar’s successes. He was
then in Deccan. At once he returned to the capital. He sent a huge army against BandA
Singh Bahādar. The latter waited for it at LohgaRh.

• The imperial forces arrived and encamped near SadhaurA. The Sikhs fell upon them
with showers of arrows and musket-balls. The imperial army suffered heavy losses. It
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was about to retreat. But then fresh forces came to its help. The Sikhs retreated into 
the fort of LohgaRh.  

• BandA Singh Bahādar minted coins in the name of the Khālsā and created a Seal with
the name of Gurū Nānak and Gurū Gobind Singh.

• The imperial forces, more than sixty thousand strong besieged Lohgarh. But the place
was so well fortified that the imperial army dared not attack it for some time. The
Sikhs were short of provisions. They had no hope of standing a long siege. They
became desperate. They decided to rush out and cut their way through the army's
ranks.

• BandA Singh Bahādar was rushed out of the fort one night. He disappeared with his
men into the hills of Nāhan. They wanted to make sure that their leader can stay
strong to continue the fight.

• Soon after his escape from LohgaRh, BandA Singh Bahādar issued HukamnAmAs, to
the Sikhs of various places. He called upon them to join him at once to fight the
oppression as Gurū Gobind Singh had asked him. In response to this call, Sikhs from
all directions joined him at Kīrtarpur.

• He decided to attack some of the HindU hill chiefs who had been troubling Gurū
Gobind Singh. RAjA Bhīm Cand of Kahlur was the first to attract his attention. He was
ordered to submit. But he chose to offer resistance. He was defeated. The other rajas
submitted without resistance.

• The raja of ChambA became BandA Singh Bahādar's friend and ally. Since he was
very pleased with BandA Singh Bahādar, he offered him to marry his niece, who was
a beautiful young lady.

• For some time, BAbA BandA Singh Bahādar stayed in the Northern hills. Occasionally,
he came down to extend his influence in the plains. He conquered some places like
Rajpur, Brahmpur, Kalanpur, and Batala. But then very strong Mughal armies pushed
him, and he had to retire to the hills again.

• BandA Singh Bahādar continued to fight and then an imperial order was issued,
commanding all government officials to kill Sikhs wherever they were to be found.
The orders were strictly enforced. Money was given as reward to bring the head of a
Sikh to the rulers.  Sikhs and their sympathizers were slaughtered in large numbers.

• He then took refuge in the JammU Hills where he and those who survived lived for
about two years.  His wife and son were with him too.

• BandA Singh Bahādar reappeared in the plains. He conquered Kalanpur and BatalA
once more. Then he was attacked by a huge army. The army was helped by a number
of HindU rajas. In the first encounter with the imperial forces, BandA Singh Bahādar
fought so heroically that he was nearly defeated them. But the odds were too heavily
loaded against him.

• The Emperor then issued another order. All HindUs were ordered to shave off their
beards. That would enable them to be distinguished from the Sikhs. The emperor
knew that Sikhs would never, even under pain of death, cut or shave their beards, or
any hair whatever from their bodies.

• After the Sikh had become famished, since no more food was being allowed to them,
they were captured.
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Explanation/Extension (5-10 minutes) 
• Ask children what they think happened after his capture.
• Have children write a summary of this lesson for their next class. The note taking

should help with this.

Evaluation (On-going) 
• The summary of the class should help with evaluation.
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Teacher Resources 
 
Characteristics of the Khālsā 

The Khālsā is to practice religious discipline, maintaining his or her honor by power of 
weapons, thus preserving peace in this world. “All the virtues we hear and the excellencies of 
mind: These are the natural qualities of the Khālsā. This is to be a new and unique type of 
person, who bears arms and constantly lives in the presence of God; who strives and fights 
against evil [perversion of mind] with his gaze riveted to the stars. Such is the goal to achieve 
which the Khālsā has been ordained. And lo, it is a well-armed and well-integrated person.” 
Bhāī Ratan Singh Bhangū (BweI rqn isMG BMgU), gives the essential characteristics of the Sikhs. 
He says, “The Khālsā is never a satellite to another power. They are either fully sovereign or 
in a state of war and rebellion. A subservient coexistence they never accept. To be fully 
sovereign and autonomous is their first and last demand.” Also when asked by Captain 
Murray, the British Charge-de-affairs at Ludhiānā (luiDAwxw) in about 1830, as to from what 
source the Sikhs derived the validity of their claim to earthly sovereignty, for rights of treaty 
or lawful succession they had none; Bhangū, replied promptly: “The Sikhs’ right to earthly 
sovereignty is based on the Will of God as authenticated by the Gurū, and therefore, all 
inferior sanctions are unnecessary.” 

George Forester in his book, A Journey from Bengal to England, London, 1798, writes: From 
the observation that I have made of the Sikhs, they appear to be a haughty and high-spirited 
people. Once I traveled in the company of a Sikh Horseman for some days, and though I 
made several tenders to my acquaintance, he treated them all with great reserve … His 
answer, when I asked him very respectfully, in whose service he was retained, seemed 
strikingly characteristic of what I conceive to the disposition of the Sikh Nation. He said in a 
tone of voice and with a countenance which glowed with and was keenly animated by the 
Spirit of liberty and independence, that he disclaimed an earthly master, and that he was a 
servant of only the Gurū. Kāzī Nūr Muhammad (kwzI nUr muhMmd) who accompanied Ahmad 
Shāh Durrānī (Ahmd Swh durwnI) on his seventh expedition against the Sikhs in the winter of 
1764 also writes: Sikhs are courageous like the lions in the field of battle. If you wish to learn 
the art of war, come face to face with them in the field. They will demonstrate it to you in 
such a way that one and all will praise them for it. Truly, they are like lions and in times of 
peace, they surpass Hatim (in generosity), leaving aside their mode of fighting. Here is yet 
another point in which they excel all fighting people. In no case would they slay a coward; 
nor would they put an obstacle in the way of a fugitive. They do not plunder the wealth and 
ornaments of a woman, be she a well to do lady or a maidservant. They do not make friends 
with adulterers or housebreakers. 
 

Khālsā in Practice 
 
In 1710, the Sikhs set up a republic in the heartland of the Mughal empire in South Asia 
under the leadership of Bābā Bāndā Singh Bahādur, wherein they gave the land to tillers in a 
feudal society, proclaimed equality of all people as citizens of a state, and declared that 
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power emanated from and justly belonged to the people and not to a hereditary privileged 
class. 
 

Territory 
Between the rivers Jamunā and Sutlej; it extended from Sadhaurā to Rāikot 
and from Māchivārā to Ludhiānā. Three provinces: Sarhind, Samānā, & 
Thanesar. 

Capital 
LohgaRh (Mukhlispur) 

Kingship 
The Khālsā 

Army 
Consisted of three groups under the Bandā - loyal Sikhs, mercenaries and 
irregulars. 

Coins 
Obverse:  “Coin struck in both the worlds by the guarantee of Gurū 
Nānak’s sword – By the grace of the Sacā Sāhib [Sovereign God], victory 
to Gurū Gobind Singh, the king of kings.”  Reverse:  “Minted in the Age of 
Peace by the blessed fortune of the Khālsā – Sanctioned by the glorious 
Throne in the City.  Year 2.” 

Seal 
“The ever-expanding prosperity, the strength of arms, and continuous 
victory and common weal are all guaranteed to humankind by Gurū 
Gobind Singh, the Nānak.” 

Calendar 
Year beginning with the victory at Sarhind, 1711. 

 
When Bahādur Shāh issued a royal edict seeking “complete genocide” of the “followers of 
Nānak,” the Sikhs publicly announced, “We do not oppose Muslims; our fight is only against 
oppression.”  This high level of evolution of political awareness and instinct in 1700s was not 
a common phenomenon.  For fifty years, under the most callous and terrible persecutions, 
where the aim was complete genocide, the Sikhs not only refused to submit, but refused to 
abandon their cry, “We want liberty or death! We want liberty or death.”  And in the end, 
once again, they had their liberty.  Sikh supremacy was then established in the form of Sarbat 
Khālsā, the Sikh Commonwealth, and then it slided into the form of the Sikh Empire, which 
was called the Sarkar-i-Khālsā, from 1750s to 1850s. The Sikh hegemony then extended 
from the Jamunā river in the heartland of India to the frontiers of Afghanistān, and from 
Indus to the Tibet and China. 
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Pictures 

BandA Singh Bahādar 

 

http://www.sikh-history.com/sikhhist/images/portraits/banda.jpg 
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http://www.info-sikh.com/piczz6.jpg 
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Grade: 4  
Lesson Number: 10  
Course: Virsā 
Unit Name: BandA Singh Bahādar   
Title: BandA Singh Bahādar - IV  
 
Standards 
Standard 1: Sikh Heroes: Bandā Singh Bahādar 

• Students identify Sikh system of leadership under Bandā Singh Bahādar. 
o Students will identify forms of leadership, empowerment of the Pañj Piāre, and 

the issuance of Gurmatās. Further discussion includes the duties of the Khālsā in 
terms of freedom and justice. 

 
Objectives 

1. Children learn what happened when Banda Singh Bahādar is captured and the events 
that lead to his death. 

 
Prerequisites 

• Lesson I, II and III in this four-lesson series on BandA Singh Bahādar. 
 
Materials 

• Pictures 
• Dry Erase/Markers 
• Readings below 

 
Advanced Preparation 

• Be familiar with the entire life of BandA Singh Bahādar. 
• Be dramatic when going over the exploration part.  

 
Engagement (15-20 minutes) 

• Review the lessons on BandA Singh Bahādar that you’ve been through thus far.  Have 
children do most of the talking.   

• Write buzz words on the board to help the flow. Focus on review since his meeting 
with Gurū Gobind Singh.   

• Bring out issues of his advisors (those who were part of his team and how they 
perceived him).  

• Bring out the rule of land, minting of coins, the seal pulling in importance of Sikh 
Sovereignty as highlighted in previous lesson and below. 

• End the review with discussion and details of his capture. 
 
Exploration (35 minutes) 

• During this part, you want to be able to tell the children the tortures that took place on 
BandA Singh Bahādar and the other Sikhs.  

• Emphasize the fact that no one gave up the Sikh faith even though they were given 
the option that their lives would be spared if they adopted Islam. 

• Give the example of a young Sikh disowning his mother. (information attached) 
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Explanation/Extension (5-10 minutes) 

• Discuss with children if this is what they were expecting the conclusion to be and 
why? If it was not what they were expecting, why was that?  

• Ask them what this shows about the Sikhs soon after Gurū Gobind Singh?  Ask them 
what they would do if they were in that situation.  

 
Evaluation (On-going) 

• The review and discussion section should be used as an evaluation.  
• Pay special attention to each student’s participation and soon after class document 

each student’s progress.  
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Teacher Resources 

Websites 

http://www.sikh-history.com/sikhhist/warriors/banda.html 

http://allaboutsikhs.com/warriors/ 

Further Resources 

• Books about Sikh Martyrs, Sikh History, (Ganda Singh’s Banda Singh Bahadur, A
Short history of Sikhs by Teja Singh & Ganda Singh etc.)

• Harish Dhillon   “The legend of Banda Bahadur”

Bandā Singh Bahādar’s Martyrdom 

The Sikh forces were ultimately besieged by an overwhelming number of Mughal forces in 
the fortress of Gurdās NaOgal (gurdws nMgl). The Sikhs fought valiantly under the leadership 
of BandA Singh Bahādar inflicting heavy casualties on the Mughal army. However, due to 
prolonged encircling of the fortess by superior number of forces, the Sikh forces were left 
with no rations.  They were forced to eat tree leaves to sustain themselves. Due to this, they 
became too weak to fight the enemy. 

Ultimately, the brave Sikh general BandA Singh Bahādar was arrested along with seven 
hundred Sikh soldiers and brought to Delhi, where they were mounted on ponies, insulted 
and paraded in the Bazars of Delhi. 

The Sikhs were offered amnesty if they accepted conversion to Islam. Not one among them 
accepted this offer of lease of life. As such they were tortured and put to death publicly. 
They died in high spirits, sticking to their faith. 

Finally before BandA Singh Bahādar was butchered most mercilessly by the tyrant rulers, his 
four year-old son was put to death in front of BandA Singh Bahādar, by cutting open his 
abdomen. His heart was taken out and thrust into the mouth of BandA Singh Bahādar. But 
even this most inhuman and cruel act of tyrant rulers failed to break BandA Singh Bahādar’s 
resolve and determination. He remained composed as ever. Finally, he was put to death most 
mercilessly by pinching the flesh from his body, bit by bit, by means of heated pincers. 

Thus came to an end and eventful chapter of Sikh History when the tyrant Mughal rulers 
tasted defeat after defeat for a number of years at the hand of Sikhs under the leadership of 
the first Sikh General BandA Singh Bahādar. The GurU thus demonstrated to the people the 
true strength of mind and body of those who had partaken Ammrit and how a BairAgI who 
was notorious and aimless, could turn out to be a brave person with credible achievements.   
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Example of Young Sikh 

Khāfī Khān (Kw&I Kwn) illustrates the resolute will and complete devotion to their cause 
displayed by those Sikhs by telling us about one young prisoner who was about to be called 
up from the line. This boy had been newly married and had been hauled in by Zakarīā Khān's 
(zkrIAw Kwn) soldiers on the way, only to swell the number of captives for the pleasure of 
Farūkh Siyār (&wrUK isXwr). He was the only son of his widowed mother, who had hurried to 
plead her case before the Emperor. She said that her son had been beguiled into joining the 
Sikh bands, but was not a Sikh at heart. On that ground, the Emperor wrote out the order of 
pardon for the boy, and the mother had hurried with that note and handed it to the officer-in-
charge of the executions. The officer read out the pardon and the youth shouted out, "My 
mother has lied. I am a Sikh of my Gurū in body and soul. Do not separate me from my 
departed friends. Please hurry so that I can join them now." Saying this he left the guards 
dumbfounded and rushed away to the front of the queue again. He lowered his head before 
the executioner and refused to budge until the sword had descended and cut him into two. 
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Grade: 4 
Lesson Number: 11 
Unit Name: Pañj Vikār 
Course: Virsā 
Title:   Pañj Vikār - I 

Standards 
Standard 2: Combating the Mental Vices 

• Students identify the five vices and formulate strategies to control them.
o Students participate in activities that give students dramatic and situational

examples of the Pañj Vikār that allow students to recognize them.

Objectives 
• Children discuss the Pañj Vikār, understanding the meaning of each one.

Prerequisites 
• This is the first lesson plan in a four-part series on Pañj Vikār.

Materials 
• Dry/Erase Board
• Five Big poster size sheets
• Markers (thick and thin)
• Magazines (appropriate for children)
• Scissors
• Glue

Advanced Preparation 
• Collect enough magazines from which children can cut out pictures that show a

potential vikārs - Kām, Krodh, Lobh, Moh and Hankār. 
• Bring in some pictures depicting Kām, Krodh, Lobh, Moh and Hankār. (attached

below) 
• In the center of the board write Pañj Vikār and make a big circle around it.

Engagement (20-25 minutes) 
• Once children settle in, point to the ‘Pañj Vikār’ on the board.
• Ask them if anyone knows what it is? What it means? Why it’s on the board? What it

entails?
• There may be a possibility that some of the children know what it is referring too.  If

they do then you can start writing words on the board creating a web.
• Children might not be able to give you exact words, but might be able to give you

examples.
• Explore with them to bring them to say the words—in English or in Pañjābī.  If it’s

taking too long, then write the words around the ‘Pañj Vikār’ in a web format.
• Then go over what each vikār means-give children a definition. Don’t discuss it much

from the perspective of Sikhī yet.
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Exploration (20-25 minutes) 

• Depending on the number of children make five groups. 
• Pass out magazines, poster board, scissors, glue and markers. 
• Give each group a vikār. 
• Tell them to make their vikār poster to reflect what the particular vikar is about. 
• They can use the magazines for pictures or words; they can use the markers. 

 
Explanation/Extension (5-10 minutes) 

• Have groups share the posters with the entire class. 
 
Evaluation (On-going) 

• Pay attention to each group as they are developing their posters.  
• You may have to pay special attention to the group that is doing Lust for 

appropriateness, etc… 
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Teacher Resources 
 
Definitions 
 
Lust:  sexual desire especially if strong or uncontrolled 
Anger:  strong feeling of displeasure and usually of opposition toward someone or 
something 
Greed:  selfish desire for food, money, or possessions over and above one's needs 
Attachment:  excessive love of a family member or thing 
Pride:  too high of an opinion of one's own ability or worth causing a feeling of being better 
than others 

As Per Sikhī 

Kām (kwm): Lust refers to illegitimate sex. It is one of the greatest ills that tempts people 
away from Vāhigurū. It makes an individual weak-willed and unreliable. Normal sexual 
relationship as a house-holder is not restricted in any way in Sikhī. But sex outside marriage 
or sex against the will of the partner is prohibited, as it can cause unlimited sorrows and 
produces nothing but shame and misery. Sikhī allows the householder normal, marital sex 
but any other indulgence is forbidden. Both promiscuity and sexual perversion are absolutely 
forbidden.  

Krodh (kRoD): Anger needs to be controlled. A person overcome by 'krodh' loses balance of 
mind and becomes incapable of thinking. According to Sikhī, 'krodh' takes a person away 
from Vāhigurū as hatred has no place in religious practice.  It is an excitement of the mind 
which leads to quarrels and violence. Anger is overcome by patience and forgiveness. 
Vāhigurū dwells in every human heart, so one should not violate the divinity in another 
person.  

Lobh (loB): Greed is a strong desire to possess what rightfully belongs to others. It makes an 
individual selfish and self-centered. It takes a person away from religious and social duties. A 
person can become blind with greed if an effort to control the desire for unlimited 
possessions is not made.  It is the desire for wealth or the love of gain. Money rightly used 
and earned by honest labor, is permitted. What is objected to especially, is an excessive love 
of money – in particular money obtained by fraud or other unfair means. This can be 
overcome by contentment. All too often excessive wealth creates an ongoing desire for 
luxury and the admission to vice.  

Moh (moh): Attachment refers to the strong desire an individual has to worldly possessions 
and relationships. It blurs the perspective of a human being and makes one narrow minded. It 
deviates a person from moral duties and responsibilities.  It leads a person towards a path of 
misconduct.  It is the excessive love of a wife, children or material goods. Regard your near 
and dear ones as objects of trust and service. They cannot remain yours for long. Any earthly 
love can only ever be transient.  
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Hankār (hMkwr): Pride is due to one's possessions, material wealth, intelligence or powers. It 
gives an individual a feeling of superiority.  Therefore, a person with ‘hankār’ treats 
everyone at a lower level, puts them down, or belittles them. It leads to jealousy or arrogance, 
feelings of enmity and restlessness amongst people. Sikhī requires that a person serves the 
society and community with humility.  It is the Ego, thinking aloud. The remedy for pride is 
humility. Humility, forgiveness and compassion go together. A Sikh of the Gurū  practices 
determination, not self-pride. 

With the Gurū 's grace, these five vices may be turned into the humble servants of a devotee. 
Instead of vikārs controlling the individual’s behavior, the individual controls them for Gurū-
prescribed lifestyle. 

Images 

Images provided below are royalty free from Corel Gallery Magic, Corel Corporation, 1998 

Kām 

Krodh 
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Hankār 
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Grade: 4 
Lesson Number: 12 
Unit Name: Pañj VikAr 
Course: Virsā 
Title:   Pañj Vikār - II 
 
Standards 
Standard 2: Combating the Mental Vices 

• Students identify the five vices and formulate strategies to control them. 
o Students participate in activities that give students dramatic and situational 

examples of the Pañj Vikār that allow students to recognize them. 
 
Objectives 

1. Children discuss the Pañj Vikār, understanding the meaning of each one and begin 
developing strategies to combat them.  

 
Prerequisites 

• Previous completion of Lesson I on Pañj Vikār. 
 
Materials 

• Dry/Erase Board 
• Each Vikār poster from last class 
• Writing material 
• Skit possibilities 

 
Advanced Preparation 

• Have the posters up in the room that were made in previous class. 
 
Engagement (10-15 minutes) 

• Do short reviews on the Pañj Vikār, having children explain to you what each one is 
and means.  

 
Scenario development (15-20 minutes) 

• Then have children get into the same five groups that they were in for the previous 
lesson.  

• Tell them that they need to come up with a school related scenario that shows a 
situation in which it is clear that the vikār that they focused on is apparent.  

• You can give them an example—they can give a situation between two or three 
friends getting into a situation where anger is prevalent or they can show a person 
thinking something in their mind about wanting to become a millionaire, etc… Tell 
children just to write a scenario, but not to write how the situation/conflict was 
resolved. Tell them that the resolution will come from someone else. 
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Exploration (20-25 minutes) 

• After children are done with their scenarios, make sure you read each one. Make sure 
that each scenario is understandable.  Then pass out the scenarios to another group, so 
that none of the groups have their own scenario.  

• Then ask each team to come up with strategies on how they would deal with the vikār 
scenario that you gave them. 

• Have them write all the strategies that they can think of.  
• Tell them to make sure everyone on the team has a chance to think of options. 
• Collect scenarios and strategies from children till next class.  

 
Evaluation (On-going) 

• Tell children to individually think of ways to keep the vikārs in check or under 
control over the next week as next week they will think of options for other scenarios. 

• Pay attention to each group as they are developing their scenarios and coming up   
with resolutions. 
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Grade: 4 
Lesson Number: 13 
Unit Name: Pañj VikAr 
Course: Virsā 
Title:   Pañj Vikār - III 
 
Standards 
Standard 2: Combating the Mental Vices 

• Students identify the five vices and formulate strategies to control them. 
o Students participate in activities that give students dramatic and situational 

examples of the Pañj Vikār that allow students to recognize them. 
 
Objectives 

1. Children further their discussion on, developing strategies to combat the Pañj Vikār.  
2. Children reflect on GurbāNī about Pañj Vikār. 
 

Prerequisites 
• Completion of Lessons I and II on Pañj Vikār. 

 
Materials 

• Dry/Erase Board 
• Each Vikār poster from last class 
• Attached Sabad  
• Writing material 
• Scenarios and strategies from last class 

 
Advanced Preparation 

• Have posters from Lesson I up in the room. 
 
Engagement (5-10 minutes) 

• Do short reviews on the Pañj Vikār, having children explain to you what each one is 
and means.  

 
Reflection on Bānī (15-20 minutes) 

• Give out the attached Sabad to the children.  Give them an overview of the Sabad 
helping them focus on SaOgat, Grace and Remembrance of Nām. 

 
Exploration (35 minutes) 
Combating Strategies (15-20 minutes) 

• Now have children get into the same five groups that they were in for the previous 
lessons.  Give each group a new scenario from the last class and have them come up 
with strategies for the new scenario. Ask them to specifically keep in mind the 
important ideas that came up in the sabad. At this point each group should have been 
able to do strategies for two vikārs. 
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Discussion on strategies (10-15 minutes) 
• Read out each scenario to the class.  Have one group present the strategies that they 

came up with.   
• Have the other group add to the strategies and then open it up to entire class if they 

want to add more. 
• Given the time you might only be able to do two of the scenarios. 
• Tell children that you will continue the others in the next class. 
• Collect children’s scenarios and strategies till next class. 
 

Evaluation (On-going) 
• Pay attention to each group as they are developing their scenarios and coming up with 

resolutions/strategies.   
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Teacher Resources 

Sabad 

gauVI mhlw 5 ] 
Written in the Rag GaKRI by the Fifth Nānak 

rwK ipqw pRB myry
Save me, O My Father Vāhigurū. 

moih inrgunu sB gun qyry ]1] rhwau ] 
I am worthless and without virtue; all virtues are Yours. ||1||Pause|| 

pMc ibKwdI eyku grIbw rwKhu rwKnhwry ] 
The five vicious thieves are assaulting my poor being; save me, O Savior! 

Kydu krih Aru bhuqu sMqwvih AwieE srin quhwry ]1] 
They are tormenting and torturing me. I have come, seeking Your Sanctuary. ||1|| 

kir kir hwirE Aink bhu BwqI Cofih kqhUM nwhI  ] 
Trying all sorts of things, I have grown weary, but still, they will not leave me alone. 

eyk bwq suin qwkI Etw swDsMig imit jwhI ]2] 
But I have heard that they can be rooted out, in the Sādh SaOgat; and so I seek their Shelter. 
||2|| 

kir ikrpw sMq imly moih iqn qy DIrju pwieAw ] 
By your grace, I have met, the Saints in the Sādh SaOgat and from them, I have obtained 
satisfaction. 

sMqI mMqu dIE moih inrBau gur kw sbdu kmwieAw ]3] 
The Saints have given me the message of the Fearless Vāhigurū, and now I incorporate the 
message of the Gurū’s sabad in my life 

jIiq ley Eie mhw ibKwdI shj suhylI bwxI ] 
I have now conquered those terrible evil-doers (pañj vikār) by imbibing the Gurū’s bANI 
which brings equipoise and all comforts 

khu nwnk min BieAw prgwsw pwieAw pdu inrbwxI ]4]4]125] 
Says Nānak, the Divine Light has dawned within my mind; I have obtained the state of bliss. 
||4||4||125|| 

- Guru Granth Sahib, p. 206 
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gauVI mhlw 5 ] rwKu ipqw pRB myry ] moih inrgunu sB gun qyry ]1] rhwau ] pMc ibKwdI eyku grIbw 
rwKhu rwKnhwry ] Kydu krih Aru bhuqu sMqwvih AwieE srin quhwry ]1] kir kir hwirE Aink bhu 
BwqI Cofih kqhUM nwhI ] eyk bwq suin qwkI Etw swD sMig imit jwhI ]2] kir ikrpw sMq imly moih 
iqn qy DIrju pwieAw ] sMqI mMqu dIE moih inrBau gur kw sbdu kmwieAw ]3] jIiq ley Eie mhw 
ibKwdI shj suhylI bwxI ] khu nwnk min BieAw prgwsw pwieAw pdu inrbwxI ]4]4]125] {pMnw 
206} 

pd ArQ  :moih mYƒ [ inrgunu—gux-hIn [1[rhwau[ 

ibKwdI—{ivAwidn`} JgVwlU, idl ƒ qoVn vwly [ Kydu—du`K-klyS [ Aru—Aqy {l&z ‘Aru’ Aqy 
‘Air’ dw &rk cyqy r`Kxw [ Air—vYrI} [1[ 

kqhUM—ikqy BI [ suin—sux ky [ qwkI—q`kI [ Etw—Awsrw [ sMig—sMgiq ivc [2[ 

moih—mYƒ [ iqn qy—auhnW (sMqW) qoN [ sMqI—sMqW ny [ mMqu—aupdyS [3[ 

Eie—{l&z ‘auh’ qoN bhu-vcn} [ shj—Awqmk Afolqw [ suhylI—suKdweI [ min—mn ivc [ 
prgwsw—cwnx [ pdu—drjw [ inrbwxI—vwSnw-rihq [4[ 

ArQ :—hy myry im`qr pRBU ! mYƒ gux-hIn ƒ bcw lY [ swry gux qyry (v`s ivc hn, ijs qy imhr kryN, 
ausy ƒ imldy hn [ mYƒ BI Awpxy gux b^S qy AaugxW qoN bcw lY) [1[rhwau[ 

hy shwieqw krn dy smr`Q pRBU ! mYN grIb iek`lw hW qy myry vYrI kwm Awidk pMj hn, myrI shwieqw 
kr, mYN qyrI srn AwieAw hW [ ieh pMjy mYƒ du`K dyNdy hn qy bhuq sqWdy hn [1[ 

(hy ipqw-pRBU ! iehnW pMjW ibKwdIAW qoN bcx leI) mYN AnykW qy keI iksmW dy jqn kr kr ky Q`k 
igAw hW, ieh iksy qrHW BI myrI ^lwsI nhIN krdy [ iek ieh g`l sux ky ik swD sMgiq ivc irhW ieh 
mu`k jWdy hn, mYN qyrI swD sMgiq dw Awsrw ilAw hY [2[ 

(swD sMgiq ivc) ikrpw kr ky mYƒ qyry sMq jn iml pey, auhnW qoN mYƒ hOslw imilAw hY [ sMqW ny mYƒ 
(iehnW pMjW ibKwdIAW qoN) infr krn vwlw aupdyS id`qw hY qy mYN gurU dw Sbd Awpxy jIvn ivc 
DwirAw hY [3[ 

gurU dI Awqmk Afolqw dyx vwlI, qy suK dyx vwlI bwxI dI brkiq nwl mYN auh pMjy v`fy JgVwlU ij`q 
ley hn [ hy nwnk ! (hux) AwK—myry mn ivc Awqmk cwnx ho igAw hY, mYN auh Awqmk drjw pRwpq 
kr ilAw hY, ijQy koeI vwSnw nhIN poh skdI [4[4[125[ 

Translation from www.gurugranthdarpan.com  
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Grade: 4 
Lesson Number: 14 
Unit Name: Pañj Vikār 
Course: Virsā 
Title:   Pañj Vikār - IV 

Standards 
Standard 2: Combating the Mental Vices 

• Students identify the five vices and formulate strategies to control them.
o Students participate in activities that give students dramatic and situational

examples of the Pañj Vikār that allow students to recognize them.

Objectives 
1. Children perform skits based on scenarios related to Vikār and further their discussion

on, developing/using strategies to combat the Pañj Vikār.  
2. Children reflect on a shabad related to Pañj Vikār.

Prerequisites 
• Completion of Lessons I, II and III on Pañj Vikār.

Materials 
• Dry/Erase Board
• Each Vikār  poster from last class
• Writing material
• Scenarios and strategies from last class
• Sabad Handout

Advanced Preparation 
• Have posters up in the room from the previous classes.

Engagement (5 minutes) 
• Begin class by letting children review their skits asking you for any help if they need

it. 

Skits (20-25 minutes) 
• Have children do their skits for the entire class. Complete all the skits before you

begin any discussions. 

Discussions (15-20 minutes) 
• Begin discussions on each vikār.

o What did the students learn from these exercises?
o How easy or difficult it is to control the vikārs rather than having them control the

individual?
o What students think they can do to keep things in the control after being through

these brainstorming sessions?
o Were some techniques easier than others? Why?
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o How can you make it easier for yourself?  How can you help each other? 
• Higlight for children that VikArs are a result of ‘haumai’ (ego) and when a person lives 

life outside of Vāhigurū’s hukam, the five vīkars take over. 
  
Exploration (10-15 minutes) 

• End the class with what GurbāNī says about the Pañj Vikārs. Focus on the Sabad 
below. 

 
Evaluation (On-going) 

• Follow childrens’ discussions intently to see if they have been able to successfully 
grasp the necessary and appropriate concepts.  
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Grade: 4 
Lesson Number: 15 
Unit Name: 
Course: Virsā 
Title:   Sikh Musicology 
 
Standards 
Standard 5: Sikh Musicology: Rāg 

• Students appreciate Rāgs and Gurmat SaOgIt. 
o Students learn background of kīrtan and audio appreciation of Rāgs (to be 

selected) and the emotions associated with each.  
 
Objectives 

1. Children learn the history of KIrtan (kIrqn) and begin appreciating Rāg Āsā (rwg 
Awsw) and Basant (bsMq). 

 
Prerequisites 

• None. 
 
Materials 

• 2-3 audios of Kīrtan in Rāg, Āsā, and Basant (http://www.gurmatsangeetproject.com) 
• Paint/ Paint Brush 
• Construction Paper 
• Dry/Erase Board and Markers 

 
Advanced Preparation 

• Teacher should be familiar with the two Rags below.  
 

Rāg Meaning Time Feeling 
Āsā Hope 3-6 am Making effort 
    
Basant Happiness 6-9 pm Happiness 

 
Engagement (15-20 minutes) 

• Give children two sheets of paper each, paint, water and paint brushes. 
• Tell them that you will be playing some sabads in Rāg Āsā and Basant and that they 

should paint anything that the music/sabads makes them feel. 
• Play pieces from www.gurmatsangeetproject.com  
• Ask some children to share their paintings and ask them to tell the class why they 

created the certain painting. Help them be specific as to pin point that their drawing 
may have been related to or reflect something that they were listening to. 
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Exploration (35 minutes) 
• Now begin by asking the question, “What do you know about the history of KIrtan?” 

“How did it begin in the Sikh tradition?” “What affect does it have on us?” etc… 
• Let children give out responses for a few minutes as you write comments on the 

board. 
• If you feel that they are going in the right direction where they say it began with Gurū 

Nānak then let them discuss it further. 
• If they don’t, then give them an overview that in fact it began with Gurū Nānak 

Sāhib.  He would ask his companion Mardānā to play notes on his rabAb and then 
when he would feel the right time he would sing praises of Vāhigurū. 

• Similary, the other Gurūs gave lots of importance to kIrtan as a means of spiritual 
inspiration. 

• All the Sabads in the Gurū Granth Sāhib are written in Rāgs. 
• Ask children if they know what a Rāg is.  Some of them should have an idea. 
• Tell them that it is a set of five or more notes in which a melody is based and 

particular Sabads are noted to be in a particular RAg.  In order to fully understand it 
one has to look at the IndIAn classical music, but for a Sikh, Gurmat SaOgIt (gurmq 
sMgIq) is important because it is unique from the prevalent version of that system 
today because its originality has been preserved from the time of our Gurūs.  

• To understand Gurmat SaOgIt we first need to understand the Indian (north and south) 
Classical Music system and its history.  Then we trace our history to the point where 
our Gurūs’ accepted that system and making necessary changes to it, adopted it for 
GurbANI Kirtan (gurbwxI kIrqn).  It is important that we follow only the form, 
patterns and rules accepted by our Gurūs in doing GurbANI KIrtan, or else we risk 
many things: 
o Disconnect between the feeling of the prescribed RAg and words of GurbANI 
o Lose the effect of the deep and powerful sounds of the Sikh musical instruments 

which enhance the understanding of the feeling  
o Contradict the rules and guidelines provided by our Gurūs for doing KIrtan  

• For this it is important to understand at what point or points Gurmat SaOgIt is 
different from HindUstAnI SaOgIt, and how it is more pure.  From the time slightly 
preceeding Gurū NAnak to Gurū Gobind Singh and then for the next 100 years or so 
can be considered for defining the context of Gurmat SaOgIt.  For this several books, 
experts, and theories need to be considered. Unfortunately since we are only 
covering the basics, we will not have time to go into that. It is important to realize 
though that to fully understand the context, one must look at the way things came 
into being. 

• Explain to children that in a short time that this is not fully possible, but it is 
important for children to know that kirtan when done in the accurate way, prescribed 
by Gurū SAhib is utmost important. 

• Tell them that early on when they had an opportunity to listen to kIrtan, they may 
have felt certain things. Maybe they felt what the RAg intended them to feel or on 
the other hand maybe they just felt different things. 

• Tell them that they heard RAg Āsā and RAg Basant.  
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• Identifying with the RAg requires that we understand the mood/feeling generated by 
the RAg.  For example, RAg Āsā generates the feeling that we get from 
accomplishment when we achieve something, particularly if we were driving 
ourselves towards that goal. We feel these things not because we were told by 
someone to do something, but because we belived in it. Take the example of a farmer 
who wakes up in the early hours of the day and heads to work on his/her farms, and 
by the time the Sun is up, most of the work in the farm is already completed.  The 
satisfaction you get out of that is the feeling of RAg Āsā.

• Guru Sahib’s used the feelings of the RAgs to stimulate our mind to accept their
teachings.  The RAg appropriate to a particular teaching was carefully used.

• The feeling of a RAg is derived from the notes used and the structure of the RAg.
Each note and musical structure will have a particular feeling conveyed. Naturally an
overall feeling will be generated if the Sabad is sung in the proper manner.  Once the
mind is in the right state then the words of GurbANI will have the most impact.

• Then tell children to think of their favorite painting they have ever done or ever seen.
Ask them to tell you what the subject of the painting is.  Then ask them to tell you
the colors and then what else adds to the beauty of it.  Once they share with you few
of their thoughts explain to them that the main subject (message) of GurbANI is
remembrance of Vāhigurū. By adding RAg to it Gurū Sāhibs have created a beautiful
picture for all of us because if the picture is extremely beautiful then we will better
understand the ‘message’. Then in the end a skillfull painter (or singer) would give
some finishing touches to it by making some special effects with mixing colors or
some random patterns, this relates to things like Tāns, Gamaks, MInds, Alāps.

• Ask children to pay special attention to keertan next time they are listening to it.
Think of all the things discussed in this class and try to incorporate it into your life.
Make a conscious effort to feel and understand.

Explanation/Extension (5-10 minutes) 
• Remind children that 31 Rāgs are used in the Gurū Granth Sāhib.  Ask children to

write what they feel about the discussion on Rāgs and why they think the Gurūs
chose to take on this style of music.

Evaluation (On-going) 
• From time to time discuss with children their experience of listening to Kīrtan and let

them highlight how they have used information from this class to help them.
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Teacher Resources 

Information on Gurmat SaOgIt 

Websites 
http://gurmatsangeetproject.com/Pages/ArticlesPapers.asp 

http://rajacademy.com/component/option,com_docman/task,cat_view/gid,73/Itemid,55/ 

History and Tradition of Kīrtan (Brief Introduction) 

The main aim of Kīrtan is to sing the glory of the Divine and to develop spirituality.The 
Gurūs commended Kīrtan as a most effective way of spiritual fulfillment. In Kīrtan, more 
important than the musical element is the feeling of love and devotion for the Divine and the 
GurbANI itself. Even the best and perfect melody, unless accompanied by true belief and 
sincere feeling for God, is of no avail.  

The highest benefit of Kīrtan is obtained by linking one's consciousness with the meaning 
and significance of the contents of the hymn. According to Gurū Nānak, the melody produces 
a concentration on the Divine, which results in a spiritual vision.  

Kīrtan is a natural way of expressing love for Divinity. When the mind is full of devotion, it 
bursts into song. GurbANI is the path of natural, simple, and hopeful way of spirituality.  

The Sikh tradition of Kīrtan - Gurmat SaOgIt -started by Gurū Nānak at Kartārpur in 1521 
was strengthened by his successors, particularly by Gurū Arjan at Amirtsar. In spite of 
several interruptions, Kīrtan continued to be performed at the Golden Temple and other 
historical places of worship with due attention to rāgā, tāl and dhunī. The three types of Sikh 
musicians-rabābīs, rāgīs, and DhADhIs continued to flourish during the period of the Gurūs.  

- Excerpts from an article by Guru Angad Institute of Sikh Studies 
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Grade: 4 
Lesson Number: 16 
Unit Name: Gatkā 
Course: Virsā 
Title:   Gatkā - I 

Standards 
Standard 6: Sikh Martial Arts 

• Students learn the history and basic steps of the Gatkā martial art.
o Students are taught skills, including the paintrā, marorā, and other techniques
o Students will identify the various traditional shastars, including: kirpān,

barchā, carkā, dāhl, gurj, kamān, katār, khanDā, lāThī, mārā, soTI, tabar,
talvār, and tīr.

Objectives 
1. Children will be introduced to the Sikh Martial Arts with emphasis on the

traditional shastars. 

Prerequisites 
• This is the first lesson in a series of five lessons on Gatkā.

Materials 
• Some Gatkā videos: http://www.warriorsaints.com/media/
• Pictures of different Shastars used in Gatkā (attached)
• Equipment to show videos
• If possible get different kind of shastar that are used in Gatkā
• Sheet with pictures of Shastars
• Sheet with Shastar description
• Scissors
• Glue sticks

Advanced Preparation 
• Familiarity with material on Gatkā (resources attached)
• The first two lessons in this unit will be teacher based.  The last three will be

hands-on learning of Gatkā steps.  There are some local resources that can be
tapped into.

Engagement (15-20 minutes) 
• Begin your class by showing about a two to five minute video on Gatkā. Don’t

tell children what they are going to watch beforehand.   
• After they are done with the video, ask children if they knew what they saw.
• Depending on how much the children already know, or do not know, do an

introduction to Gatkā. Some information can be found on the suggested readings
below. Highlight the points below when you are introducing:
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o Gurū Nānak started the tradition of Sikh needing to be physically fit. Gurū 
AOgad had wrestling akhArAs. Bābā Budhā was Gurū Hargobind shaster vidia 
ustad. 

o Gatkā is a martial art and like all martial arts there is a need for spiritual “arts” 
to balance it out.  Therefore, one is not supposed to practice this because it is 
“cool!” or to hurt someone… this skill is for self defense and defense of the 
helpless. 

 
Exploration (35 minutes) 

• Now begin telling children about the different shastars that are used. If you have 
the shastars, show the children one shastar at a time and talk about that particular 
shastar. Use the links below as reference to find information on shastar 
descriptions. 

• If you don’t have it, then use the pictures below.  If you can show it as part of a 
video then that might be nice too.   

• You will have to gauge your time depending on how much material you have.  
Let children touch the shastars.   

• Make sure that they do this in groups no more than two kids each, so that you can 
keep an eye on them. 

 
Explanation/Extension (5-10 minutes) 

• Give children sheet with shastars. Ask children to cut out the picture of the shastar 
and glue it on a piece of paper. Then, have them write out a two to three sentence 
description next to the picture. If children cannot finish this during class have 
them finish it for homework. 

 
Evaluation (On-going) 

• Observe how the children do while writing descriptions.   
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Teacher Resources 

Introduction to Gatkā (gqkw) 
Since the beginning of time, humans have felt the need for self-defense and hence the 
need for weapons from early times; the presence of weapons has passed through various 
stages of evolution, and has attained its present superior form. 

The land of Pañjāb has ever been known to be land of Saints and Seers, but this land has 
also suffered much, as a result of which great warriors have been born.  The Sikh 
community has been involved as one of the bravest community amongst the great 
communities of the world. 

As far as Sikhs can recall Gatkā goes back about 1200 years, but some say it goes back 
even further. In the past few centuries, Gatkā has mainly been practiced in the South Asia 
by the NihaOg Singhs – the Sikhs who believe in the importance of preserving the type of 
dress and weaponry as was worn by the Gurūs.   

Historically, the first Gurū, Gurū Nānak, had fought against the tyranny of the Mughals, 
which naturally triggered an animosity from the government.  Cruelty had crossed all 
limits and reached a stage, that Gurū Arjan was martyred.  Gurū Hargobind proceeded to 
confront this evil and adorned two swords; ‘MIrI’ and ‘PIrI.’ He ordered his followers 
and devotees to offer horses and weapons. After he adorned himself, he prepared his own 
force and confronted the then government. He fought four battles and led his force to 
victory. 

Since this time the art of martial acts has found a home in Sikh History. The throne of 
Delhi ordered that besides the Muslims no one else could wear turbans, could not ride 
horses and could not possess weapons. Then the sixth Gurū established the institution of 
AkAl Takht SAhib to counter the throne of Delhi and adorned the Sikhs with the crown 
and weapons and prepared his own force. He passed orders to the effect that his followers 
should wear turbans, ride horses and possess weapons. Then there was some relief from 
the atrocities of Muslims. But after some time, Muslims again started to suppress the 
Sikh community, and forced the non-Muslims to convert to IslAm. Those who went 
against the orders were brutally killed. This had become the order of the time. Even the 
Kasmiri BrAhmins approached the ninth Gurū, Gurū Teg Bahādar, and requested him to 
relieve them of this tyranny. And the Ninth Gurū had to attain martyrdom to rescue them 
from the shackles of the atrocities of the Muslim government. 

The Tenth Gurū, Gurū Gobind Singh, decided to confront the throne of Delhi and to raise 
the down-trodden, abolish the caste system, and started a common kitchen for all. He 
adorned the Pañj Piārās (the five beloved ones) and gave them KhanDe-dī-Pahul, which 
meant that all were equal and made them have the holy water, This produced in the Sikhs 
a divine sort of force.Worship and power were combined and the Khālsā the Saint-
Warrior. So it became necessary that along with being a warrior, one had to also learn the 
martial art. 
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History is a witness that the Sikh community emerged as a brave class of people. The 
tenth Gurū reserved the day of Holā-Mahallā for the display of martial arts. On this day 
the Khālsā force, on the land of Anandpur Sāhib, formed its own military and practiced 
the act of fighting and the policies of the battlefield. With the passage of time, weapons 
became sophisticated and the sophisticated new ones replaced the old weapons. 

 
Websites 
 
http://www.warriorsaints.com/articles/HistoryOfGatkā.asp 
http://www.internationalGatkā.org/home.asp 
http://hathka-Gatkā.mysite.wanadoo-members.co.uk/page3.html 
http://www.sikhwomen.com/sikhism/culture_arts/Gatkā.htm 
http://www.atlantamartialarts.com/styles/Gatkā.htm 
 
Additional videos 
 
http://video.google.com/videosearch?q=Gatkā 
 
Additional Images 
 
http://www.khalsapanth.co.uk/shaster.htm 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/solarider/sets/72057594090064920/, 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/14748255@N00/33638031 
 
Shastar Images 

KIRPAN, Kirphan Dagger 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kirpan 
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TABAR, Tapar Battle Axe 
 

DAHL Shield 
 
  

GURJ Mace 
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 Armor piercing Dagger 
Katar: (source: http://encyclopedia.thefreedictionary.com/Katar ) 
 

 KHANDA, Khunda Double edged sword. 
  
 

LATHI Quaterstaff 
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KAMAN Bow 
 

SOTI, Gatkā Soti, Sothi Training device 
 
  

CHAKRA, Chakram, Chacra, Chakar Throwing Disc 
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Grade: 4 
Lesson Number: 17-20 
Unit Name: Gatkā 
Course: Virsā 
Title:   Gatkā -II, III, IV and V  

Standards 
Standard 6: Sikh Martial Arts 

• Students learn the history and basic steps of the Gatkā martial art.
o Students are taught skills, including the paintrā, marorā, and other techniques
o Students will identify the various traditional shastars, including: kirpān,

barchā, carkā, dāhl, gurj, kamān, katār, khanDā, lāThī, mārā, soTI, tabar,
talvār, and tīr.

Objectives 
• Children will be introduced to Gatkā (the Sikh Martial Arts) with emphasis on the

history. 

Prerequisites 
• Previous completion of Lesson I in the five-part series on Gatkā.

Materials 
• Make copies of the article for each child (resource attached in Lesson number 16)

Advanced Preparation 
• Teacher must be familiar with material provided on Gatkā. (reference Lesson

Number 16) 
• Teacher should note that arrangements need to be made by the teacher and

administrators of the school by contacting Gatkā AkhARAs or individual 
instructors.  Information on instructors or AkhARAs can be found through the 
provided websites. 

• The next three lessons after this particular lesson in this series will be hands on
teaching of Gatkā Steps. 

Engagement (15-20 minutes) 
• Review with children the shastars of Gatkā.
• Collect their completed homework on shastars and descriptions.
• Ask each child which shastar they would use if they had the chance and why.

Exploration (35-40 minutes) 
• Give children copies of the information and have all read together.
• Discuss the history/info on Gatkā from Lesson number 16, having children

highlight the information they read.
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Explanation/Extension (5 minutes) 
• Let children ask any questions that they may have about the history and the

shastar and tell them that they will begin learning some Gatkā skills. 

Evaluation (On-going) 
• Use review and discussion of article in order to evaluate if children understand

material. 
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Unit:  Celebrations Ideas 
Lesson Number: 21-26 

These ideas are meant to be used during the following celebration times. It is an 
understanding that there will be no class on the particular day. Instead, the school will 
work together towards the celebration. There is usually a flexible open-day of instruction 
in the curriculum which can be used for preparation for the ideas below if needed.  Ideas 
are broken down into possible tasks per age group. A significant amount of planning will 
occur outside of the classroom and regular classroom hours.  The 4th and 5th grade will 
use these celebration ideas to develop leadership skills. 

Gurū Nānak Sāhib’s Prakāsh Purab: A focus on helping the needy (5 November 2006) 
(this date changes every year) 

The school will work together to help a local community program, such as a homeless 
shelter, a hospital, a food bank, etc… On the day of the celebration, a formal trip with the 
children will be made to where the partnership is being developed. 

4th and 5th graders:  With the help of their teachers and the school administrators, 
children in these grades will develop the plan for the celebration.  Representatives from 
these grades will have an opportunity to talk to the organization to assess their needs and 
will then present their findings to the rest of the group.  Students will come up with how 
they want to go about meeting those needs by involving the rest of the school and the 
saOgat. 

3rd and 2nd graders:  These children will be in charge of marketing.  Their most important 
job will be to make poster/post-cards and specifically to market the project to the saOgat.  
Depending on the group of children, they can make printed/paper announcements or 
make video advertisements with the help of 4th and 5th graders. 

1st graders and Kindergarteners: These students will do the on-going marketing with the 
help of the 2nd and 3rd graders.  They can hold posters and encourage members of the 
community to donate or provide material for the selected organization by reminding them 
of the project on a regular basis.   

Holā Mahallā (14 March 2007)  

4th and 5th Grade: Students in 4th and 5th grade help develop and create new games for a 
Sikh Sports Day.  Student committees can be made to lead and encourage younger grade 
levels to participate in the happenings of Sikh Sports Day. Teachers can help initiate 
Teacher vs. Students intramurals between Teacher Team and 4th and 5th Grade student 
teams.  This will be after the 4th and 5th graders successfully lead and guide the younger 
grades though the Sikh Sports Day. 
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Kindergartners to 3rd Graders:  Children in these grades participate in the Sikh Sports 
Day and write appreciation letters or cards for the 4th and 5th graders. 

Gurgaddī Divas Gurū Granth Sāhib (20 October) 

4th and 5th graders: Students do presentations on how to celebrate a Gurpurab. Teacher 
should encourage students to develop a plan of action for a new idea that the children 
come up with and assist them in putting those ideas into a presentation for the saOgat at 
large. 

3rd and 2nd graders: Students in these grades write about the Gurū Granth Sāhib and what 
they have learnt about it. These papers can be shared in the saOgat or posted for everyone 
to read while the children stand by their writing to answer questions from the saOgat. 

1st graders and Kindergartners: Teachers for these students can initiate a video 
presentation in which they interview the children about the Gurū Granth Sāhib.  A 15-20 
minute video can be made and shown to the saOgat during a divan. 

Māī Bhāgo/Sikh Women (Sometime in May or June) 

Students develop a local neighborhood outreach day to the larger community to educate 
members about Sikh women in history.  Students can choose to do a play at the local 
elderly house or read stories on Sikh women at a local hospital or library. 
Children in Kindergarten to 3rd grade should have been through lessons on Sikh women.   

They will participate in the neighborhood outreach day through the guidance of the 4th 
and 5th graders by participating in skits, speeches, drawings, etc… 

4th and 5th graders coordinate these efforts and involve the younger children in their skits 
or other projects depending on the plans they have made. 

Vaisākhī (14 April) 

4th and 5th graders: Students interview members who have partaken in the ammrit sancār 
and write story to display for the saOgat at large. Teams can be made to work on different 
aspects of displays for the Celebration of Vaisākhī.  One team can tell the story of 
Vaisākhī 1699. Another team can conduct interviews.  Another team can discuss 
challenges that individuals might face, keeping in mind aspects they have learnt about 
Pañj Vikārs.   

Kindergarten to Grade 3:  Children in these grades put on a Khālsā Fair, similar to a 
Science Fair.  Individual children or teams can develop innovative projects relating to 
Sikhī that can be displayed on tables or the walls to be shared with the saOgat.  This 
project should be similar to science fairs at school and should take on a substantial aspect 
of parent or community help at large.  
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Gurpurabs 

Gurū Sāhib  Prakāsh        Gurgaddī  Jotī Jot  

Nānak I *  * -  - 8 Assū 22 Sep 
Nānak II 5 Visākh 18 Apr 4 Assū 18 Sep 3 Visākh l6 Apr 
Nānak III 9 JeTh 23 May 3 Visākh 16 Apr 2 Assū 16 Sep 
Nānak IV 25 Assū 9 Oct 2 Assū 16 Sep 2 Assū 16 Sep 
Nānak V 19 Visākh 2 May 2 Assū 16 Sep 2 HARh 16 Jun 
Nānak VI 21 HARh 5 Jul 28 JeTh 11 Jun 6 Chet  19 Mar 
Nānak VII 19 Māgh 31 Jan 29 PhaggaN 12/11 Mar 6 Kattak 20 Oct 
Nānak VIII 8 SAvaN 23 Jul 6 Kattak 20 Oct 3 Visākh 16 Apr 
Nānak IX 5 Visākh 18 Apr 3 Visākh 16 Apr 1 Magghar 24 Nov 
Nānak X 23 Poh  5 Jan 11 Magghar 24 Nov 7 Kattak 21 Oct 

Other Purabs (2006-07) 

NAnAkshAhI Gregorian Description

1 Cet 14 Mar Nānakshāhī Sammat - Sikh New Year 
2 Cet 15 Mar* Holā Mohallā – Martial Arts Celebrations 
1 Visākh 14 Apr Vaisākhī – Inauguration of the Khālsā (The Ideal Person) 
21 JeTh 4 Jun Ghallughārā – 1984 Holocaust (Attack on Sikh People & 

Culture) 
6 SAvaN 21 Jul Mīrī-Pīrī – Double-edged Spiritual & Political Sovereignty 
17 BhAdoM 1 Sep Prakāsh – Gurū Granth’s Installation (Scriptural canon) 
6 Kattak 20 Oct Granth-Panth – Eternal Gurūship of Wisdom-Nation 
7 Kattak 21 Oct* Bandī Chor – Liberty & Freedom Celebrations 
22 Kattak 5 Nov* Prakāsh – Gurū Nānak’s Birth (Founder Prophet) 
27 Magghar 8 Feb VaDDā Ghallughārā – The Great Holocaust (Half of the 

Sikh population killed) 
* Traditional celebrations are based on lunar calendar; they change every year.
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Sikh Calendar 

Month Begins On Total Days 

Cet / cyq 14 March 31 
Visākh / ivswK  14 April 31 
JeTh / jyT  15 May 31 
HARh /hwVH  15 June 31 
SAvaN /swvx  16 July 31 
BhAdoM / BwdoN  16 August 30 
Assū / A`sU 15 September 30 
Kattak /k`qk  15 October 30 
Magghar / m`Gr  14 November 30 
Poh / poh  14 December 30 
Māgh / mwG  13 January 30 
PhaggaN /P`gx  12 February 30 (31 in a leap year) 




